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We present a neural scene graph—a modular and controllable representation of scenes with elements that are learned from data. We focus on the
forward rendering problem, where the scene graph is provided by the user
and references learned elements. The elements correspond to geometry and
material definitions of scene objects and constitute the leaves of the graph;
we store them as high-dimensional vectors. The position and appearance of
scene objects can be adjusted in an artist-friendly manner via familiar transformations, e.g. translation, bending, or color hue shift, which are stored in
the inner nodes of the graph. In order to apply a (non-linear) transformation to a learned vector, we adopt the concept of linearizing a problem by
lifting it into higher dimensions: we first encode the transformation into a
high-dimensional matrix and then apply it by standard matrix-vector multiplication. The transformations are encoded using neural networks. We
render the scene graph using a streaming neural renderer, which can handle
graphs with a varying number of objects, and thereby facilitates scalability.
Our results demonstrate a precise control over the learned object representations in a number of animated 2D and 3D scenes. Despite the limited
visual complexity, our work presents a step towards marrying traditional
editing mechanisms with learned representations, and towards high-quality,
controllable neural rendering.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, computer-vision algorithms have demonstrated a
great potential for extracting scenes from images and videos in a
(semi-)automated manner [Eslami et al. 2018]. The main limitation,
common to most of these techniques, is that the extracted scene
representation is monolithic with individual scene objects mingled
together. While this may be acceptable on micro and meso scales, it
is undesired at the level of semantic components that an artist may
need to animate, relight, or otherwise alter.
Compositionality and modularity—patterns that arise naturally
in the graphics pipeline—are key to enable fine control over the
placement and appearance of individual objects. Classical 3D models
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Fig. 1. Our scene graphs consist of leaf nodes (drawn as rectangles) that
contain learned vectors storing geometry (blue) and materials (pink), and
interior nodes that hold transformations (hexagons), and combine them
into object instances (blue-pink circles). Symbols and indices are explained
in Section 4 and 5. The geometry and material vectors, as well as encoding
of user-defined transformations and deformations, are learned from data.

and their laborious authoring, however, are ripe for revisiting as
deep learning can circumvent (parts of) the tedious creation process.
We envision future renderers that support graphics and neural
primitives. Some objects will still be handled using classical models
(e.g. triangles, microfacet BRDFs), but whenever these struggle with
realism (e.g. parts of human face), fail to appropriately filter details
(mesoscale structures), or become inefficient (fuzzy appearance),
they will be replaced by neural counterparts that demonstrated
great potential. To enable such hybrid workflows, compositional
and controllable neural representations need to be developed first.
We present one such attempt: a modular scene representation that
leverages learned object-level representations and allows transforming them using familiar editing mechanisms. Our goal is to fulfill
the following constraints: i) geometry and materials shall be treated
as orthogonal and represented such that, ii) the artist can transform
the representations via linear and non-linear editing operations,
and iii) the number of objects and the overall composition can be
directly controlled. We propose to accommodate these constraints
using two simple, yet powerful concepts.
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First, we lift the representations of the scene elements and transformations to a high-dimensional space; we borrow this concept
from support vector machines that linearize classification problems.
We represent geometry and materials using vectors, and transformations using matrices. Non-linear transformations, once lifted
to this high-dimensional space, can be performed using standard
linear algebra, i.e. vector-matrix multiplication. We obtain the highdimensional transformation matrices using neural networks: we
input the parameters of an editing operation into the network, which
outputs the matrix weights. The network is optimized such that
multiplying the matrix with any of the learned geometry (or material) vectors yields the desired effect (e.g. shape translation, surface
deformation, or texture recoloring). To create a specific scene, we
allow the artist to organize the geometry and material vectors, and
the transformation matrices, into a neural scene graph: the vectors
are stored in leaf nodes, and the transformation matrices reside in
inner nodes altering the vectors inside the subgraph.
Second, we propose to render the scene graph using a streaming
neural renderer. The renderer processes objects sequentially, without imposing a hard limit on their number, while correctly resolving
visibility and shading. We demonstrate scalability and artistic control on animated 2D and 3D scenes; animations are provided in
the supplementary video. Our approach preserves the fundamental
concepts of scene authoring, while sidestepping the minutiae of
evolving complex models from basic primitives; this task is replaced
by learning from data.
In this article, we focus on the forward rendering problem and
assume the scene graph is provided by the user. We do not present
a technique for handling complex, real-world environments; we are
currently far from that, dealing with scenes reminiscent of the early
years of computer graphics. Our present goal is to provide a scalable solution that handles environments with arbitrary numbers of
(simple) elements, each represented by a neural representation that
can be further transformed and manipulated. Our focus is therefore
on the modularity and controllability of the neural scene representation. While our work does not unlock any immediate applications,
we believe such representations will play a central role in bringing
neural rendering to the practical realm.

2

RELATED WORK

Developing efficient neural methods for representing and manipulating scenes is an active area of research. We now discuss the most
related work on neural scene representations and compositionality
of learned representations; see the report by [Tewari et al. 2020] for
a thorough review.
Neural scene representations. A popular representation that aligns
well with convolutional architectures are voxel grids [Lombardi
et al. 2019; Nguyen-Phuoc et al. 2019, 2020, 2018; Olszewski et al.
2019; Rematas and Ferrari 2020]. For example, Nguyen-Phuoc et al.
[2018] input a single grid representing an object to a network to
render novel views. Similarly, Rematas and Ferrari [2020] improve
visual fidelity by learning to render global illumination for scenes
consisting of an area light, a ground plane, and a single 3D object.
Lombardi et al. [2019] render more complex objects, such as human
faces, with learned warped volumetric grids.
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Tatarchenko et al. [2016] encode a rendered image of an object
into a latent representation such that the object can be rendered from
other views. Similarly, Eslami et al. [2018] utilize multiple images to
produce a view-invariant representation for novel view synthesis of
static scenes composed of multiple objects. Granskog et al. [2020]
further partition the representation into material, lighting, and geometry components and, similarly to neural textures [Thies et al.
2019], rely on a classical rasterizer to resolve primary visibility and
achieve sharp predictions.
Implicit representations, such as signed distance fields, are used
in many recent works [Mescheder et al. 2019; Niemeyer et al. 2020;
Oechsle et al. 2019, 2020; Park et al. 2019; Sitzmann et al. 2019].
Neural radiance fields (NeRF) [Mildenhall et al. 2020] rendered via
ray marching represent a promising direction for both static and
dynamic scenes [Guo et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020; Ost
et al. 2020; Park et al. 2020; Pumarola et al. 2020; Xian et al. 2020].
Point cloud representations have also been used, e.g. for learning
light transport [Hermosilla et al. 2019; Sanzenbacher et al. 2020],
and novel view synthesis [Aliev et al. 2020].
In contrast to the aforementioned approaches utilizing traditional
graphics representations and rendering algorithms, we rely solely
on neural rendering and abstract vector representations, much like
the approach of Eslami et al. [2018] and its derivatives. This design
choice comes at the cost of reduced rendering quality, but it facilitates developing a general approach, which can be combined with
stronger graphics priors in the future.

Compositionality and controllability. Generalization, scalability,
and artistic control belong to actively sought features of neural
representations [Tewari et al. 2020] as many of the aforementioned
methods offer these in limited degree; we list a few examples here.
Both Nguyen-Phuoc et al. [2018] and Rematas and Ferrari [2020]
allow camera and lighting changes in single-object scenes. The generative method of Chen et al. [2021] also includes control over shape
and appearance. Eslami et al. [2018] use scene “algebra” to perform
basic scene manipulations, albeit with a rather coarse control over
the edits. The extension by Granskog et al. [2020] allows changing
also the appearance and lighting, but only on scene level; altering individual objects is not possible. Thies et al. [2019] can apply learned
neural textures to new scene objects. Nguyen-Phuoc et al. [2019]
and Olszewski et al. [2019] allow scaling and rotation of neural
grids. Liu et al. [2019] propose scene programs, a syntax for building
scenes, to enable controllable neural image generation.
Latent representations in image generation networks, such as
in generative adversarial networks [Goodfellow et al. 2014], lack
explicit control and interpretability. As such, many works [Chen et al.
2016; Karras et al. 2019, 2020; Kulkarni et al. 2015; Nie et al. 2020]
learn to disentangle latent representations to improve interpretation
and stylization, but rarely feature precise control over placement
and the disentanglement may be only partial. Härkönen et al. [2020]
extract principal directions of latent representations in pre-trained
networks to discover useful axes of control.
The limited degree of control and scalability in most prior works
is because these features are often not the primary goal; they appear
as a byproduct of pursuing a different target.

Neural Scene Graph Rendering

Scene graphs in neural rendering. Prior works have applied scene
graphs, containing object classes and relational descriptors, to realistic 2D image generation [Ashual and Wolf 2019; Herzig et al. 2020;
Ivgi et al. 2020; Johnson et al. 2018]. BlockGAN [Nguyen-Phuoc
et al. 2020] synthesizes images of novel views from a neural voxel
grid scene representation, which is computed by aggregating objectspecific grid representations. Transformations can be applied to the
bounding boxes of object representations before aggregation to adjust their location. Ehrhardt et al. [2020] further model inter-object
relationships with an additional interaction module.
Concurrent to our work, Ost et al. [2020], Guo et al. [2020] and
Niemeyer and Geiger [2021] propose to decompose a scene into multiple neural radiance fields [Mildenhall et al. 2020], and manipulate
them by transforming their bounding boxes. Similar to BlockGAN,
this approach is powerful as it allows leveraging traditional 3D
transformations on top of a learned object representations.
We pursue the same goal of direct control over the placement of
scene elements, but in a different setup: we do not prescribe a specific
interpretation (such as voxel grids or signed-distance fields) over the
geometry representation. We also strive for a wider gamut of linear
and non-linear transformations and propose a unified approach
based on linearly transforming high-dimensional embeddings.

3

CLASSICAL SCENE GRAPHS

Scene hierarchies—scene graphs—are often used to compose complex scenes from basic geometric primitives, transformations, or
material definitions. In order to relate our neural model to existing
scene graphs, we first review a specific type of scene graphs here
and describe how our approach maps to it in the next section.
We assume a directed acyclic scene graph where geometry and
appearance data is stored in outer (terminal) nodes; see Figure 1. All
outer nodes are reachable by traversing the graph from a single root
node representing the entire scene. An inner node represents either
a geometry transformation, material transformation, or linking of a
geometry to a material. Branching occurring at a transformation
node (e.g. root node) corresponds to geometries or materials sharing
the same transformation. Merging of edges at a child node (e.g. node
g2 ) indicates instancing: the same subgraph is duplicated multiple
times in the scene using different transformations.
Preparation for rendering. In order to render the scene graph, we
visit all outer nodes performing the following steps for each of them:
(1) We identify each unique path from the outer node to the root
node of the graph.
(2) For each path, we collect transformation nodes in order of
their appearance on the path, compute the total transformation, and apply it to the outer node.
(3) Geometry and material paths that are merged using a link
node (illustrated by blue-pink circles and edges in Figure 1)
are input into the renderer together.
This procedure yields a list of transformed geometry-material
pairs that will be passed to the renderer to produce the final image.
For the illustration in Figure 1, the list would contain a teapot, two
instances of a mug, and a table, each with a different material.
The main contribution of this article is the application of the
scene graph concept to neural scene representations.

4
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NEURAL SCENE GRAPH

In this section, we detail the representations used in the outer and
inner nodes of the neural scene graph. We do not prescribe any
specific interpretation of the geometry and material representations,
e.g. meshes, voxel grids, or textures. Instead, we consider shapes
and materials as points in high-dimensional spaces (Section 4.1).
We rely on linear algebra in the high-dimensional space to apply
classical shape and material transformations (Section 4.2), which
may themselves be non-linear in 2D and 3D. Specifically, in order
to transform a 𝑑-dimensional representation, we multiply it by an
encoded 𝑑 × 𝑑 transformation matrix. The optimization of the geometry and material representations and neural networks, which
encode the transformations, is described in Section 4.3.

4.1

Outer nodes

We use a common abstract representation for both geometry and
material elements of the scene: points in high-dimensional spaces,
stored as vectors. The representation is dissociated from any specific
geometric interpretation, like triangle meshes; we let the model form
its own interpretation. Using such abstract representations provides
a unified handling of geometry and materials, and a convenient way
of assigning a material to a geometric shape by merely concatenating
their vectors; we use 32-dimensional vectors in all our experiments.
Geometry. An outer geometry node stores a learned representation of a canonical geometric shape. The representations of individual canonical shapes are extracted from the training dataset. In
our experiments, we use relatively simple geometries (sphere, torus,
teapot, etc.), but the canonical elements can theoretically be as complex as a human face in the neutral pose, which is then deformed or
animated using transformation nodes of the graph. Each canonical
representation is encoded using a vector g ∈ R𝑑g .
Materials. Visual appearance of an object is typically described
using one of the many surface and volumetric models. These can
range from low-parametric, physically based scattering functions
that are driven by textures like the Burley BSDF [Burley 2012] to
high-dimensional texture functions (BTFs). We encode each unique
material class (e.g. plastic material, volume, textured diffuse) using
a vector, m ∈ R𝑑m , where 𝑑 m specifies the dimensionality.
Figure 2 demonstrates the orthogonality of geometry and materials. The first two rows show two canonical geometry vectors g
that are assigned three different canonical materials: diffuse, glossy,
and volumetric (columns). The appearance is further adjusted by
applying a material transformation that we discuss next. The third
row shows multiple objects in one scene.

4.2

Inner nodes

Our scene graphs can contain two types of inner nodes: n-ary nodes
that transform (possibly multiple) geometry or material vectors
(hexagons in Figure 1), and binary nodes that link geometry to
material (blue-pink circles). We will now detail the transformation
nodes and the encoding of the transformations.
Transformations. Our goal is to let the user alter the geometry
and material representations using familiar transformations, such
as translation and rotation of geometry, and re-coloring of diffuse
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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Fig. 3. Examples of user-defined edits—twirl and bend—whose parameters
are encoded using a neural network into a transformation matrix that leftmultiplies the triangle and star geometry representations.
Fig. 2. Combinations of (learned) geometry g and material m representations rendered with our neural renderer (odd columns) and a reference
renderer (even columns). Each material representation is left-multiplied by a
𝑑 m × 𝑑 m color-transformation matrix to alter the base color of the canonical
material. The bottom row shows scenes with multiple geometries that are
assigned the same canonical material but different color transformations.

textures. To unify handling of arbitrary transformations, we choose
to represent each transformation using a high-dimensional matrix, and we apply the transformation by left-multiplying the material/geometry column vector by the matrix. More formally, transforming a representation vector x using a parametric transformation
𝑓 with parameters 𝛾 is defined as:
𝑓 (x; 𝛾) := T · x ,

where T = ℎ(𝛾; 𝜃 ).

The transformation matrix T ∈ R𝑑×𝑑 is obtained using an encoding
function ℎ.
Encoding. The parameters 𝜃 of the encoding function ℎ(·; 𝜃 ) are
optimized such that the matrix-vector product T · x corresponds to
applying the transformation to the learned representation. We use
an ensemble of neural networks to represent ℎ; one for each distinct
set of transformations.
For instance, all classical 3D projective transformations that can
be represented using 4×4 matrices (we use translation, rotation, scaling, and skewing) are encoded using the same neural network. This
network takes the flattened 4 × 4 matrix Q as input and produces the
corresponding high-dimensional matrix: Tproj3D = ℎ proj3D (Q; 𝜃 ).
Deformations, such as twirl and bending, that have either a very
unique visual impact and/or a different set of input parameters are
encoded using their own dedicated networks. Material transformations are handled analogously. A complete list of the transformations
is provided in the supplementary material.
All encoding networks are fully-connected perceptrons with three
layers that have 𝑑, 𝑑 2 , and 𝑑 2 neurons, respectively. The input layer
has dimensionality matched to the size of the parameters set |𝛾 |.
The output layer contains 𝑑 2 values of the linearized matrix T. For
geometric transforms 𝑑 := 𝑑 g ; for material transforms 𝑑 := 𝑑 m .
Since we use 32-dimensional material and geometry representation
vectors in all our experiments, i.e. 𝑑 m = 𝑑 g = 32, the encoding
function ℎ always outputs a 32 × 32 transformation matrix T. See the
supplementary material for comparisons of different vector sizes.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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Fig. 4. Material transformations (hue shift, grayscale, shearing) applied to
two material vectors (rows), each representing a different texture.

Figure 3 shows two geometric deformations applied to two 2D
shapes. Figure 4 shows three material transformations, that change
colors and mapping of the textures; each texture is represented by a
dedicated material vector.

4.3

End-to-end training

As we aim to eventually sidestep the tedious authoring of scene assets, e.g. by extracting canonical representations from photographs,
we require an end-to-end training procedure. This in turn requires
a differentiable renderer; we propose one in Section 5.
To extract the canonical representations and to optimize the encoders and the renderer, we iterate the following procedure. We start
with a target image and a corresponding scene graph. We encode all
transformations in the graph and apply them to the representations
stored in the outer geometry and material nodes. The transformed
representations are input into the renderer, and the rendered image
is compared to the target. The resulting error gradients are then
propagated back to adjust the parameters of the renderer, transformation encoders, and the values of canonical representations
present in the scene. We detail the optimization in Section 6.

4.4

Discussion

Our choice of representing 2D and 3D (non-linear) transformations
using a linear operation—matrix multiplication—exploits the fact
that non-linear, low-dimensional transformations can be approximated well by linear transformations in higher-dimensional spaces;
our reasoning is analogous to the kernel trick used in support vector
machines [Cortes and Vapnik 1995]. This observation enables our
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Fig. 6. The hidden state of the LSTM captures the content of the scene
at any point of processing the rendering stream. The rendered image is
obtained by running the final hidden state through a pixel generator. Here
we visualize the hidden state after processing each object in the stream.
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Fig. 5. We render the scene graph by collapsing it into a stream of transformed geometry and material representations. These are concatenated and
sequentially input into a recurrent unit (preprocessor and an LSTM). After
the stream is processed, the hidden state of the LSTM is converted into an
RGB image using a pixel generator. 3D boxes and orange rectangles depict
data tensors and trainable layers, respectively.

unified treatment across simple and complex transformations for
both geometry and materials, and minimally constrains the model.
It is worth noting that the trainable model still has the option
of relying on low-dimensional (e.g. 3D) transformations and using
the remainder of dimensions for storing transformation-invariant
information about the shape, such as topology information. In such
cases, the encoded matrices T would feature rows and columns filled
with zeros, except for entries on the main diagonal.

5

STREAMING NEURAL RENDERER

Renderers need to handle scenes containing an arbitrary number
of elements. Many prior works assume a fixed-size, neural scene
representation [Eslami et al. 2018; Granskog et al. 2020] and therefore cannot adapt to increasing scene complexity. We propose a
streaming architecture to render our scene graphs. The streaming
design is key to support variable scene content and to permit scaling
up the scene complexity beyond what the model was trained on.
Rendering stream. We first collapse the scene graph into a stream
of objects using the procedure described in Section 3. The stream 𝐴
consists of 𝑁 transformed and concatenated geometry and material
vectors (⌣ denotes concatenation):


𝐾 (𝑖)
𝐿 (𝑖)






©Ö 𝑖 ª
©Ö 𝑖 ª
𝐴= b
g𝑖 ⌣ m
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b𝑖 = 
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« 𝑘=1
« 𝑙=1
¬
¬

𝑖=1..𝑁

where, for the 𝑖-th object in the stream, the matrix T𝑖g,𝑘 represents
the 𝑘-th geometric transformation matrix on the path from the
root to the leaf node (containing g𝑖 ); 𝐾 (𝑖) is the total number of
geometric transformations along the path. Material transformations
T𝑖m,𝑙 and their number 𝐿(𝑖) are defined analogously.

5.1

Architecture

The renderer 𝑟 is tasked with generating image 𝐼 from the stream
𝐴, i.e. 𝐼 = 𝑟 (𝐴; 𝜙), where 𝜙 are the trainable parameters of the
renderer. We leverage a recurrent architecture consisting of three
trainable components: a preprocessor, an LSTM cell [Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber 1997], and a pixel generator [Sitzmann et al. 2019];
see Figure 5. The preprocessor and the LSTM cell form a recurrent
block. The recurrent block sequentially processes individual objects
in the rendering stream and maintains an internal representation of
the scene, which is later converted into the image 𝐼 .
The task of the preprocessor is to map the 𝑖-th high-dimensional
g𝑖 ⌣ m
b 𝑖 which has 64 dimenpoint in the stream—the concatenation b
sions in our experiments—to a feature map P𝑖 . We use an upsampling,
convolutional network that outputs P𝑖 as a 𝑐 × ℎ × 𝑤 tensor, where
𝑐 is the number of 2D features in the map, and ℎ and 𝑤 are set to
the height and width of the rendered image, respectively.
The map P𝑖 is input into the LSTM cell. The cell has the ability
to aggregate and retain information across long streams of inputs
by maintaining a cell state C and a hidden state H; see Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber [1997] for details. The states have the same dimensionality as the feature map P and are initialized to zeros before
rendering. Each of the four trainable components of the LSTM is
implemented using a convolutional layer with 5 × 5 filters.
The preprocessor and the LSTM cell are executed iteratively—
once for each object in the stream—with C and H being input into
the LSTM in the next iteration. When all objects are processed, the
hidden state of the LSTM is fed into a pixel generator that outputs
the final image. The pixel generator is an MLP with three fullyconnected layers that maintain the dimensions of P, except for the
third layer that outputs only three channels—the RGB components of
the rendered image 𝐼 . Figure 6 shows a sequence of images obtained
by running the pixel generator after every object in the stream.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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6

OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we describe an end-to-end approach for extracting
the vectors of canonical geometries and materials (Section 4.1) and
optimizing the transformation encoders (Section 4.2) and the streaming neural renderer (Section 5). We train all components jointly
using a synthetic dataset, where each dataset entry comprises:
• a list of 𝑁 random geometry and material identifiers,
• a set of 𝐾 (𝑖) and 𝐿(𝑖) random geometric and material transformations for each 𝑖-th geometry and material identifier,
respectively (𝐾 (𝑖) and 𝐿(𝑖) is randomized between 0 and 8),
• a ground-truth rendering 𝐼ˆ of the transformed, shaded objects
with a static floor and static (image) background.
For each training entry 𝑘, we assemble the rendering stream 𝐴𝑘 ;
the geometry and material identifiers are used to select the corresponding canonical vectors. We then render the image 𝐼𝑘 = 𝑟 (𝐴𝑘 ; 𝜙)
and evaluate its loss to the reference 𝐼ˆ𝑘 .
The loss consists of a VGG term [Simonyan and Zisserman 2015;
Zhang et al. 2018] for improved sharpness and a negative loglikelihood term utilizing a normal distribution with annealed standard deviation [Eslami et al. 2018]; we decrease the deviation from
2.0 to 0.7 over the first 10k iterations. The optimal balance between
the two loss terms was found by a parameter sweep for each dataset.
We use the Adam optimizer [Kingma
√ and Ba 2015] with a learning
rate of 10−4 , which is divided by 10 when approaching convergence to facilitate it. We initialize the weights of all networks as
proposed by He et al. [2015] and the representation vectors using
the standard normal distribution.
We train our networks for approximately one million iterations
(roughly 7 days on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU) with a batch size of
16 entries. Training records are generated online and each contains
up to four random objects. The ground-truth image 𝐼ˆ is rendered
online using a rasterizer or a signed distance field renderer.

7

RESULTS

We implemented our proposed streaming neural renderer architecture (Section 5) using Pytorch [Paszke et al. 2019], and applied it
to neural scene graphs (Section 4). As the focus of our work is on
controllability and compositionality, we designed a set of simple
experiments to highlight these two characteristics.
While our results do not feature high complexity, they suggest
good generalization. In particular, we stress that our network was
only trained on images featuring a handful of objects (up to four
typically, see Figure 13) with random geometry and material transformations. Also, we present temporally stable animations, as well as
results with a scene containing an order of magnitude more objects
than seen during training. This generalization comes as a by-product
of our architecture, not through specialized solutions such as using
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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Additionally, we observed a slight increase in model stability when
concatenating 2D image-space coordinates encoded with the method
of Tancik et al. [2020] to each preprocessor output P𝑖 and to each
layer input in the pixel generator.
While the scene graph representation is general, the rendering
architecture is likely worth revisiting in the future. We present
another promising architecture in the supplementary material.

Large bend
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Fig. 7. A material (here a 2D texture) can be deformed by successively
applying multiple deformations, i.e. chaining corresponding transformation
nodes in the scene graph. Here we show a combination of bending (rows)
and twirling (columns) with different intensities.

a temporal coherence loss; our network actually never “saw” an animation during training. To highlight the direct artistic control over
the scene graph, most of the results are animated using traditional
curve-based animation tools. Please see the supplementary video.

7.1

Orthogonality

The orthogonality of geometry, material and transformation is fundamental in a scene graph, and arguably the key ingredient of compositionality. As demonstrated in Figure 2, our approach preserves
this orthogonality. The figure features three types of geometry
(sphere, cube, torus), three types of materials (diffuse, metallic, volume), and uses affine transformations to position the scene elements.
While our results lack sharpness, they do reproduce the distinctive
appearance of each material, irrespective of the underlying geometry and transformation. In particular, we observe view-dependent
highlights for metallic materials, and colored shadows as well as
transparency for volumetric materials.
An important consideration with transformations is the ability of
chaining them. This is trivial when considering only transformations
that can readily be encoded in 4D matrices (rotation, translation, scaling), as we can first multiply the 4D matrices and encode directly the
product. In Figure 7, we illustrate a more challenging scenario where
we combine order-dependent, non-linear transformations (twirl and
bend) while varying the magnitude of each transformation. As with
our previous experiment, the network is capable of faithfully reproducing the reference behavior. We note, however, that achieving
analogous results in 3D was considerably more challenging; results
with reasonable quality required significantly longer training times.

7.2

2D animations

A classical use case where scene graphs are employed is animation,
where the scene state is prescribed at key frames and smoothly
interpolated for all in-between frames. In order to generate such an
animation, we simply render every frame independently, as would
be done with a standard renderer. As can be seen in the supplemental
video, this results in temporally stable animations.

Neural Scene Graph Rendering

Prediction

Frame 38

Reference

Frame 350

Prediction

Frame 284

Reference

Frame 245

Fig. 8. Three frames from an animation with tangram shapes that gradually
morph from one assembly into another. The twirl deformation is applied to
individual pieces during the transition. Please see the supplementary video
for the full animation.

Frame 249

•
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Frame 488

Fig. 9. Frames from a 2D sprite animation featuring 16 alpha-masked
textures that are instantiated over a static background image. The prediction
attains most of the texture detail. Artifacts appear primarily where two
“ground” tiles meet due to slightly softer reproduction of texture edges.

7.3

3D experiments

Tangram animation. Figure 8 shows a few frames of an animation
with basic colored shapes. The complete model (shape and material
representations, transformation encoders, and the renderer) was
trained on rendered images containing squares, triangles, and parallelograms; we used up to four shapes in each image. Each training
image corresponds to a scene graph that contains transformation
nodes for translating, rotating, scaling, and twirling the shapes, and
transformation nodes for coloring materials. The model therefore
utilized three geometry vectors and one material vector representing a constant neutral color. We employed three encoders: one for
the 2D affine transforms, one for the twirling transform, and one
for the coloring transform.
The animation (rendered at 256 × 256 resolution) features seven
shapes that were scaled and colored to resemble tangram puzzle
pieces. The pieces are animated in order to gradually morph between
different puzzle assemblies. The supplementary video demonstrates
good temporal stability and a close match to reference renders; the
most notable artifact is slightly inaccurate alignment of objects.

In a 3D setting, the renderer has to handle perspective projection,
shadowing, occlusions, and shading. The setup is therefore more
complex than in the 2D case, resulting in longer training times and
reduced accuracy. The problem statement, however, remains the
same: given a stream of transformed geometry-material pairs, the
neural renderer must reproduce the target image.
We trained the model using simple geometric primitives, e.g.
sphere, cube, torus, and two meshes (the Utah teapot and Suzanne
the monkey). We used 3D projective transforms for controlling the
placement of the geometry, and a color transformation to adjust the
base color of one of the three materials: diffuse, Phong, and volumetric. We also experimented with texturing the objects using surface
and volumetric textures, but the model struggled with preserving
the details except for very simple checkerboard patterns, hence we
excluded texturing from the results. The only textured objects are
the floor and the background, which are both held static during
training; the renderer can thus easily memorize them. The scenes
are lit by a single point emitter.

Sprite animation. Figure 9 shows images from a 2D sprite animation. The model uses a single geometry vector—all objects are
rendered as a transformed square—and 16 material vectors, each representing one of the alpha-masked textures used in the animation
as sprites. During training, the shape instances are randomly translated, rotated, flipped, and skewed and each instance is assigned
one of the 16 textures.
The test images (rendered at 256 × 256 resolution) demonstrate
good agreement in placement of individual sprites; the main deficiency is the lack of detail in some textures. Across all our experiments with this setup, the texture detail matched the references
better in low-resolution settings than in high-resolution ones. This is
likely due to insufficient training time, or insufficient size of material
representations to hold the fine details needed at higher resolutions.

Bouncing tori. In Figure 10, we show an animation of two bouncing tori playing volleyball with a volumetric sphere. The model
was trained using spheres and tori with diffuse or volumetric materials, and translation, rotation, scaling, and coloring transformations. Most effects are correctly reproduced in our results, including
ground shadows, material appearances, and geometric transformations. The key missing component in our results is the shadows cast
onto dynamic scene elements. For instance, the red shadow cast
by the volumetric sphere onto the orange torus (visible in the leftmost column reference image) is completely missing in the network
prediction. We speculate that the issue is due to the difficulty of
maintaining a sufficiently rich scene representation in the LSTM
state while rendering, compounded with the fact that such shadows
are only sporadically present in training images.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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Frame 112

w/ volumetric tori
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Reference
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Reference

Prediction

Frame 77

Prediction

Reference

Fig. 11. Handling of occlusions and overlaps between many objects organized in molecular structures of glucose (left) and nitromethane (right). The
model was trained with up to eight objects per scene.

Occlusions. Complex occlusion scenarios can rapidly arise when
authoring scenes, however, it is not clear whether training with
random scene configurations leads to sufficient robustness in that
regard. In Figure 11, we visualize two molecules to test overlaps
and occlusions. The left molecule is represented using 24 intersecting spheres, the right one consists of 14 spheres and cylinders.
The model for rendering these results was trained using images
containing up to eight spheres and cylinders. The intricate object intersections are adequately captured, suggesting the neural renderer
should scale well to more complex assemblies.
Scalability. In Figure 12, we perform a scalability stress test by rendering a coarse head sculpture using 250 cylinders. The model was
trained with up to 4 objects using various types of geometry (sphere,
cube, torus, cylinder, capsule) and transformations (translation, rotation, scaling, coloring). This result demonstrates a surprisingly good
scalability, albeit with darker and less saturated colors. Nevertheless, the overall appearance remains visually consistent suggesting
a graceful degradation of the network performance as its modeling
capacity is progressively overloaded.

8

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This section first highlights some specificities of our approach, and
then discusses key limitations and outline research directions.

8.1

Discussion

Transformations. We chose to represent arbitrary (non-)linear
transformations using high-dimensional matrices constructed using
learned encoders, and applied using matrix-vector multiplication.
We also considered transforming the learned tensors using a neural
network directly. This might offer some advantages, especially for
highly non-linear deformations and pattern generators, but it would
not feature the associativity of matrix multiplication. The associativity, while not required, allows combining chains of transformations
into a single matrix; a feature that applications may benefit from.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.

Reference

Fig. 10. Two diffuse tori playing beach volleyball with a volumetric ball. In
the right-most column, the materials of the ball and tori are swapped.

Fig. 12. Scalability stress test. The sculpture is made of 250 instances of
cylindrical geometry and rendered with a model trained on scenes with up
to 4 objects. The images display the sculpture from different viewing angles;
this was achieved by rotating all instances around a common axis.

Representation-renderer coupling. End-to-end optimization leads
to learned representations that are tightly coupled to the renderer.
While this prevents adding new geometries and materials, similar
couplings exist in classical renderers, e.g. a rasterizer cannot directly
render a signed distance field. Still, the coupling in data-driven
approaches is more prominent and our approach is no exception.
Generalization. Although our model cannot generalize to geometry and materials that it was not trained on, it can synthesize
images with geometry-material combinations not seen during training. In this experiment, we leverage two renderers: a rasterizer and
a signed-distance-field (SDF) renderer. The rasterizer does not support volumes, but it can handle triangle meshes, such as the Utah
teapot. The SDF renderer cannot render such meshes, but features
the complementary volumetric material; examples of training images are shown in Figure 13. In Figure 14, we show that the model
can render the teapot geometry with a volumetric material without
ever observing this combination during training.
The result suggests that we could eventually combine real-world
and synthetic elements in a data-driven manner, e.g. by learning
the appearance of a cat from photographs and applying it to a
learned representation of a virtual geometry. The main requirement
to enable such generalization is to provide a sufficient overlap in
the content of the natural and virtual image sets (i.e. objects that
exist in both to reduce the chances of set-specific performance).

Neural Scene Graph Rendering
Predicted (solid diffuse)
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Predicted (volumetric)

Rasterizer

SDF render

Reference (solid diffuse)

•

Fig. 13. Example target images of scenes used for training the model in
Figure 14. We used two renderers, an SDF renderer and a rasterizer. Certain
geometries, such as the teapot, can only be rendered using the rasterizer.
The rasterizer, however, supports only a subset of the materials. Specifically,
the volumetric appearance is only achievable with the SDF renderer.

Fig. 14. The trained model never experienced a volumetric teapot during
training, yet the neural renderer is capable of generalizing the volumetric
appearance that it observed on other geometries. It is capable of rendering
the teapot as a semi transparent volume, and thereby revealing a torus
placed behind the teapot.

8.2

Future Work

Geometry and material tensors. The size of our neural scene representation is adaptive, i.e. it grows and shrinks with the number
of scene objects. The individual objects, however, are represented
using vectors of fixed height. Scaling up the complexity of individual scene elements requires increasing the height and results in
quadratic growth of the transformation matrices.
We believe this can be rectified by simply replacing the “tall”
column vector with a concatenation of many short ones, with their
number adapted to the complexity of the object. Using such rank-2
representation tensors would force the model to break the learned
representation into elements (tensor columns) that undergo the
same treatment. This is analogous to how complex meshes are
handled in the graphics pipeline: the model is broken into smaller
elements, e.g. vertices, that undergo the same set of transformations.
Our ongoing experiments with (geometry) tensors show promising results. The main culprit is the mapping of material to geometry;
simple concatenation is not possible as the width of the two tensors
may differ. We believe the mapping can be handled by a trainable
“texturing” unit; we leave this development for future work.
Content-dependent training performance. We observed poor learning with ambiguous scene configurations. For instance, translating
the geometry and the texture in opposite directions produces an
image largely identical to one without any translation. The system
might eventually learn to recognize both translations correctly as
some pixels still differ between the two configurations. Nevertheless

Circle smooth union

Star subtraction

Sphere intersection

Reference

Prediction

Square

Compositionality and scalability. We are not the first to impose a
structure over neural representations. However, prior works either
operate at the scene level [Granskog et al. 2020; Härkönen et al.
2020; Kulkarni et al. 2015; Nie et al. 2020], or rely on learned representations of standard graphics primitives, e.g. voxel grids [NguyenPhuoc et al. 2019, 2020, 2018; Olszewski et al. 2019; Rematas and
Ferrari 2020], textures [Thies et al. 2019], and implicit volumetric
representations [Mildenhall et al. 2020; Ost et al. 2020]. Our model
provides a wider gamut of geometric and material transformations,
enabling precise artistic control; see the accompanying video.
Furthermore, the streaming renderer allows increasing the object
count by an order of magnitude compared to the training scenes;
fixed-size representations are more constrained in that respect.

Fig. 15. Our prototype of neural computer-solid-geometry graphs allows
combining 2D shapes using boolean operations: we combine a square (first
column) with four circles (second column) using a “smooth” union operation.
Four stars are the subtracted (third column) and the assembly intersected
with a white sphere that desaturates the colors (last column).

the visual quality achieved (at equal training time) in such experiments was significantly lower than in simpler setups, e.g. when
translating only the geometry and rotating only the textures.
Our current framework does not allow direct control of the camera. Instead, we control the placement of objects, which is functionally equivalent; see Figure 9 for an illustration of a horizontal camera
pan. Based on our experiments with texture transformations, we
expect combining camera and geometry transformations to hinder
training. Additional work is needed to address this issue, e.g. with a
curriculum-based learning approach [Bengio et al. 2009].
Lighting. In addition to static backgrounds, all our experiments
used static lighting. Allowing arbitrary of a single light source
should be well within the modeling capacity of our framework—the
parameters of the light could be input alongside each object. Thanks
to the linearity of light transport, one could handle multiple light
sources by linearly combining multiple rendered images—one for
each light source. However, as long as rendering artifacts prevail,
combining multiple renders also means combining multiple artifacts.
An alternative would be to add a recurrent block to iterate through
all light sources for each object. We leave these investigations for
future work.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 40, No. 4, Article 164. Publication date: August 2021.
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Constructive solid geometry. Extending our framework to handle
boolean operators such as union, difference, and intersection would
enable constructive solid geometry (CSG) techniques common in
computer aided design. We implemented a proof of concept by
leveraging a postfix streaming architecture (where we first provide
the geometry representations, and then the operator to be applied),
and show the results in Figure 15. We note that this result required
a different scene graph parser (involving two passes with distinct
implementations), suggesting some refactoring of our framework is
needed to properly handle CSG techniques—we provide details in
the supplementary material. Nevertheless, our result is encouraging
and suggests this is an avenue worth investigating.
Graphics priors. Our model embeds a number of graphics priors:
i) orthogonality of geometry and materials, ii) explicit placement of
geometry, and iii) universality of transformations—each impacting
every object in the same way. The proposed renderer, however,
remains fairly generic aside for the streamed processing that aids
scalability. Embedding additional graphics priors is likely to further
improve visual results. For instance, ray-marching through a neural
light field [Mildenhall et al. 2020] has shown great potential and
permits compositionality in a straightforward manner: each object
in the scene can be represented using a distinct neural radiance
field, which can be positioned by transforming its bounding box.
The concurrent work by Ost et al. [2020] represents a commendable
effort in this direction. One limitation of radiance fields is that
materials are effectively baked in the representation. Our approach
is more general, but the burden of learning visibility and masking
from scratch—as opposed to querying the model at ray-marched
3D points—is likely to lower the prediction quality. We believe both
approaches are worth developing further.

9

CONCLUSION

We have described a neural scene representation that has many
desirable properties, such as controllability, modularity, and unified handling of diverse transformations. The core idea of our approach is to leverage high-dimensional embeddings for geometry
and materials—these are learned directly from data—and to transform them using matrices that are encoded from artist-friendly
parameters by a set of neural encoders. Despite the content of the
vectors not having any specific interpretation (e.g. voxels or distance
fields), the transformations are still general and produce the same
effect irrespective of the object they modify.
We demonstrate that learned representations can be organized
into scene graphs that facilitate direct control over the placement of
individual objects and the overall scene composition. The streaming
renderer can handle an order of magnitude more scene elements
than it was trained on, and produces temporally stable animations.
We hope our work will stimulate further developments to turn
neural rendering into a universally applicable tool.
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